
   

 

 

 

 

Legendex, a leader in innovative vehicle accessories, is thrilled to announce the highly 

anticipated release of its latest product, the Legendex Tub Rack. After years of meticulous 

design and engineering, this game-changing accessory is set to redefine the way trade 

professionals approach cargo management. 

Ultra-lightweight and Incredibly Strong 

One of the standout features of the Legendex Tub Rack is its construction. Crafted from top-

tier alloy, this rack is engineered to be ultra-lightweight without compromising strength. 

Trade professionals can trust its durability in demanding work environments, making it an 

essential addition to their arsenal. 

Tailor-Made Modular Design 

Versatility is at the core of the Legendex Tub Rack. Its modular design allows users to 

choose from a range of sizes and configurations, including tall, short, long, and wide options. 

This flexibility ensures that the Tub Rack can adapt to meet the unique needs of each trade 

professional. 

Low Leg and High Leg Designs for Customization 

Legendex understands that trade professionals have diverse needs. That's why the Legendex 

Tub Rack is available in two distinct designs: 

• Low Leg Design (210mm Total Height): Ideal for customers who want to fit a roof-

top tent without it extending above the roofline of their ute. This design offers the 

perfect solution for those seeking a streamlined, compact option. 

• High Leg Design (420mm Total Height): Perfect for customers who want to 

accommodate a clamshell-style tent or need more room under the tub rack for 

additional gear storage in the tub. This design provides enhanced versatility for those 

requiring extra space. 

Compatibility with Soft Tonneaus and Roller Shutters 

Legendex goes above and beyond by offering Tub Rack systems compatible with both soft 

tonneaus and roller shutters. Whether you prefer the classic soft tonneau cover or the modern 

convenience of roller shutters, you can enjoy the benefits of the Legendex Tub Rack in your 

chosen configuration. 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 

Unmatched M.O.L.L.E Pattern Versatility 

The integrated M.O.L.L.E pattern is a true game-changer. It empowers trade professionals to 

securely strap down their equipment, including Tred boards, high-lift jacks, shovels, and 

additional lights. The alloy construction even allows for customizations, with the option to 

drill holes for unique mounting solutions. 

Experience the Legendex Difference 

"Legendex Tub Racks are designed with trade professionals in mind," says Kyle, Workshop 

Manager at Legendex. "We've worked tirelessly to create a product that not only excels in 

terms of strength and durability but also provides the adaptability needed to tackle a wide 

range of trade applications. With the Legendex Tub Rack, your Ute becomes a versatile 

workhorse." 

Learn More and Get Yours Today 

For additional information about the Legendex Tub Rack, please visit 

https://www.legendex.com.au/legendex-products/legendex-tub-racks/. If you have any 

inquiries or require further assistance, please get in touch with our dedicated trade team at 

trade@legendex.com.au 

About Legendex: 

Legendex is a renowned provider of innovative vehicle accessories designed to enhance the 

utility and performance of off-road and utility vehicles. With a commitment to Australian 

manufacturing, quality, durability, and customer satisfaction, Legendex continues to lead the 

industry with its cutting-edge solutions. 
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